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Abstract. Vertex algebras provide an axiomatic algebraic description of the
operator product expansion (OPE) of chiral fields in 2-dimensional confor-
mal field theory. Vertex Lie algebras (= Lie conformal algebras) encode the
singular part of the OPE, or, equivalently, the commutators of chiral fields.
We discuss generalizations of vertex algebras and vertex Lie algebras, which
are relevant for higher-dimensional quantum field theory.
1 Vertex algebras and Lie conformal algebras
In the theory of vertex algebras [1, 2, 3], the (quantum) fields are linear maps
from V to V [[z]][z−1], where z is a formal variable. They can be viewed as
formal series a(z) = ∑n∈Z a(n) z−n−1 with a(n) ∈ EndV such that a(n)b = 0
for n large enough. Let Res a(z) = a(0); then the modes of a(z) are given by
a(n) = Res zna(z). The locality condition for two fields
(z−w)Nab [a(z),b(w)] = 0, Nab ∈ N
is equivalent to the commutator formula
[a(z),b(w)] =
Nab−1∑
j=0
c j(w)∂ jwδ (z−w)/ j!
for some new fields c j(w), where δ (z−w) is the formal delta-function (see
[2]). The operator product expansion (OPE) can be written symbolically
a(z)b(w) = ∑
j∈Z
c j(w)(z−w)− j−1
(see [2] for a rigorous treatment). The new field c j is called the j-th product
of a,b and is denoted a( j)b. The Wick product (= normally ordered product)
2coincides with a(−1)b. The j-th products satisfy the Borcherds identity [2,
Eq (4.8.3)]. Finally, recall that every vertex algebra V is endowed with a
translation operator T ∈ EndV satisfying [T,a(z)] = ∂z a(z) = (Ta)(z).
The commutator of two fields is encoded by the singular part of their
OPE and is uniquely determined by their j-th products for j ≥ 0. The λ -
bracket
[aλ b] = Resz ezλ a(z)b =
Nab−1∑
j=0
λ j a( j)b/ j!
satisfies the axioms of a Lie conformal algebra introduced by Kac [2] (also
known as a vertex Lie algebra; cf. [3, 4]). This is a C[T ]-module R with a
C-linear map R⊗R→ R[λ ] satisfying:
sesquilinearity [(Ta)λ b] =−λ [aλ b], [aλ (T b)] = (T +λ )[aλ b],
skewsymmetry [aλ b] =−[b−T−λ a],
Jacobi identity [aλ [bµc]]− [bµ [aλ c]] = [[aλ b]λ+µc].
The relationship between Lie conformal algebras and vertex algebras is
somewhat similar to the one between Lie algebras and their universal en-
veloping associative algebras (see [2, 5]). In [5] we gave a definition of the
notion of a vertex algebra as a Lie conformal algebra equipped with one
additional product, which becomes the Wick product. Lie conformal (su-
per)algebras were classified in [6]; their representation theory and cohomol-
ogy theory were developed in [7].
2 Lie pseudoalgebras
Lie pseudoalgebras are “multi-dimensional” generalizations of Lie confor-
mal algebras [8]. In the definition from the previous section, we consider λ ,
µ , etc., as D-dimensional vector variables, we replace T by T = (T1, . . . ,TD),
and C[T ] by C[T] ≡ C[T1, . . . ,TD]. For D = 0 we let C[T] ≡ C; then a Lie
pseudoalgebra is just a usual Lie algebra.
Examples of Lie pseudoalgebras:
1. Cur g= C[T]⊗g, [aλ b] = [a,b] for a,b ∈ g, where g is a Lie algebra.
2. W (D) =C[T]L1⊕·· ·⊕C[T]LD, [Lα λ Lβ ] = (Tα +λα)Lβ +λβ Lα .
3. S(D,χ) = {∑Pα(T)Lα | ∑(∂Tα + χα)Pα(T) = 0} ⊂W (D), χ ∈ CD.
4. H(D) = C[T]L, D – even, [Lλ L] = ∑D/2α=1
(
λα Tα+D2 −λα+D2 Tα
)
L.
More generally than in Example 1, a current pseudoalgebra over a Lie pseu-
doalgebra R is defined by tensoring R with C[T1, . . . ,TD′ ] over C[T] and keep-
ing the same λ -bracket for elements of R, where D′ > D.
3Theorem ([8]). Every simple Lie pseudoalgebra, which is finitely generated
over C[T], is a current pseudoalgebra over one of the above.
In fact, in [8] we introduced and studied a more general notion of a Lie pseu-
doalgebra, in which C[T] is replaced by the universal enveloping algebra of
a Lie algebra of symmetries. Lie pseudoalgebras are closely related to the
Lie–Cartan algebras of vector fields: WD = Der C[[x1, . . . ,xD]] (Witt algebra),
SD ⊂WD (divergence zero), HD ⊂WD (hamiltonian), KD ⊂WD (contact). Lie
pseudoalgebras are also related to Ritt’s differential Lie algebras, linear Pois-
son brackets in the calculus of variations, classical Yang–Baxter equation,
and Gelfand–Fuchs cohomology (see [8]). The irreducible representations
of the above Lie pseudoalgebras were classified in [9].
3 Vertex algebras and vertex Lie algebras in higher dimensions
“Multi-dimensional” generalizations of vertex algebras were considered in
[10, 11]. The ones introduced by Nikolov in [11] arose naturally within
a one-to-one correspondence with axiomatic quantum field theory models
satisfying the additional symmetry condition of global conformal invariance
[12]. The theory of these vertex algebras was developed in [11, 13]. The
main difference with the usual vertex algebras discussed in Section 1 (which
correspond to D = 1) is that now z = (z1, . . . ,zD) is a vector variable. A
field on V is defined as a linear map from V to V [[z]][1/z2], where z2 ≡ zz =
z1z1 + · · ·+ zDzD (so the singularities of fields are supported on the light-
cone). Fields have a mode expansion
a(z) = ∑
n∈Z
∑
m∈Z≥0
hm∑
σ=1
a{n,m,σ} (z
2)n hm,σ (z), a{n,m,σ} ∈ EndV,
where {hm,σ (z)}σ=1,...,hm is a basis of the space of harmonic homogeneous
polynomials of degree m. Fields have the property
(z2)Nab a(z)b ∈V [[z]]≡V [[z1, . . . ,zD]], Nab ∈N,
and the locality condition is now
((z−w)2)Nab [a(z),b(w)] = 0.
A vertex algebra V is now endowed with D commuting translation operators
T1, . . . ,TD ∈ EndV satisfying [Tα ,a(z)] = ∂zα a(z) = (Tα a)(z). In [13] we de-
fined the residue by Res a(z) = a{−D2 ,0,1} if h0,1(z)≡ 1; then it is translation
4invariant and the modes of fields can be obtained as residues. Introduce the
notation ιz,wF(z−w) for the formal Taylor expansion e−w∂zF(z).
Theorem ([13]). In any vertex algebra we have the Borcherds identity
a(z)b(w)c ιz,wF(z,w)−b(w)a(z)c ιw,zF(z,w)
= (z2)−L
[
((u+ z−w)2)L (ιz,w− ιw,z)(a(z−w)b)(u)cF(z,w)
]
u=w
for L ≥ Nac and F(z,w) ∈ C[z,w,1/z2,1/w2,1/(z−w)2].
For F(z,w) = 1 the above identity reduces to a commutator formula. Be-
cause of ιz,w−ιw,z only the singular part of a(z−w) contributes, where
a(z)s.p. = ∑
n∈Z<0
∑
m∈Z≥0
hm∑
σ=1
a{n,m,σ} (z
2)n hm,σ (z).
The singular parts of fields satisfy the Jacobi identity [13]
[a(z)s.p.,b(w)s.p.]c
=
([
(z2)−L((u+ z−w)2)L(ιz,w− ιw,z)(a(z−w)s.p.b
)
(u)s.p.c
]
u=w
)
s.p.
.
We also have translation invariance [Tα ,a(z)s.p.] = ∂zα a(z)s.p. = (Tα a)(z)s.p.
and skewsymmetry a(z)s.p.b =
(
ezT(b(−z)a)
)
s.p.. The above three axioms
define the notion of a vertex Lie algebra in higher dimensions [13]. From
a vertex Lie algebra one gets a vertex algebra by adding the Wick product
a{0,0,1}b, similarly to the construction of [5] for D = 1.
Example. The modes of the real bilocal field V (z,w) from [14] obey the Lie
algebra sp(∞,R); hence it gives rise to a vertex Lie algebra. The conformal
Lie algebra so(D,2) can be embedded in a suitably completed and centrally
extended sp(∞,R). The corresponding vertex algebra is conformal and uni-
tary. Its unitary positive-energy representations were determined in [14].
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